Abstract
Introduction
Jump-di®usion models arise frequently in¯nance. One well-known example is Merton's (1976) option pricing model. In the empirical jump-di®usion literature, such models are usually estimated with standard Maximum Likelihood (ML). In the present paper we show that this approach is invalid, and we derive a more suitable procedure which gives consistent estimates of the model parameters. The standard ML procedure is invalid because in jump-di®usion models the log-return is equivalent to a discrete mixture of N normally distributed variables, where N goes to in¯nity. Thus, from the mixture-ofdistributions literature [Kiefer (1978) and Hamilton (1994) ] we know that the likelihood function for some parametric speci¯cations is unbounded which causes inconsistency of standard ML.
The¯nance literature has considered di®erent models for asset-price dynamics in order to account for various empirical regularities, while at the same time attaining a simple procedure for pricing contingent claims. The work can be categorised into continuoustime models and discrete-time models. Examples of the former include Black and Scholes (1973) , Merton (1976) , Hull and White (1987) and Bates (1996a Bates ( , 1996b , and of the latter the ARCH models of Engle (1982) , Bollerslev (1986) and Duan (1995) . Black and Scholes assume that log-returns are normally distributed with constant volatility, resulting in a closed-form pricing formula for the plain-vanilla options. However, this model does not capture the often documented excess kurtosis that characterises logreturns. This excess kurtosis is accounted for by a jump-di®usion model like Merton's, where the Black-Scholes model is extended with a jump component. In Hull and White (1987) the Black-Scholes volatility is stochastic. Thus, their model exposes volatility clustering. Bates (1996a Bates ( , 1996b combines the Merton and Hull and White models. Unfortunately, the implication of building a more realistic model is increased complexity of option pricing and estimation. The Black-Scholes model is straightforward to estimate, as the log-returns are assumed to be normally distributed. Estimation of jump-di®usion model, [e.g., the Merton model], is not as easy as it appears in the literature [see, for example, Beckers (1982) and Torous (1983,1985) ], since the likelihood function is unbounded. We propose a solution to the problem, where the pro¯le of the likelihood function with respect to the relative variances between the di®usion and jump part is used to obtain a consistent estimator. The stochastic volatility models cannot be estimated directly as the volatility is unobserved.
The paper is organized as follows. The general jump-di®usion model is presented in section 2. In section 3 we formulate a discrete-time version of the Merton model. The estimation problem in the jump-di®usion models and the empirical results of the discretetime model are described in section 4. The empirical results are based on some of the 1 most traded NYSE stocks and several indices. Section 5 is concerned with estimation of di®erent parametric speci¯cations of the jump-di®usion models. The outcome of a jump-di®usion model for options is examined in section 6. Finally, section 7 concludes.
The Jump-Di®usion Model
The stock price, S t , is described by a continuous di®usion part and a discontinuous jump part, where the continuous part is responsible for the usual°uctuation in S t and the jump part accounts for the extreme events. This can be formulated by the following stochastic di®erential equation (SDE):
where ® is the drift term, ¾ is the volatility of the di®usion part, W t is a Wiener process and I t is the jump component. t denotes the nearest point of time preceding t. The dynamics of I t is described by J Poisson processes, N j;t , and J stochastic or deterministic jump amplitudes, Y j;t . N j;t has a constant intensity,¸j, for j = 1; : : : ; J. Further, we assume that Y j;t > ¡1 for all j, which ensures non-negative stock prices. Thus, I t is described by the SDE:
Hence, there is an instantaneous jump in the relative stock price of size Y j;t conditional on an increment in N j;t . Furthermore, all processes are assumed to be independent. The solution to (1) is:
In order to estimate the jump-di®usion model, it is necessary to make restrictions on the jump amplitudes. The approach that we follow is to make a distributional assumption for the Y s, such that likelihood estimation is attainable. In the next section we look at the Merton model, where the jump amplitude is log-normally distributed. An alternative estimation approach is the Generalized Method of Moments [Hansen (1982) ].
The Bernoulli Di®usion Model
In this section we present a discretized version of the Merton model. The Merton model has J = 1, dN t » P o(¸dt) and the jump amplitude is log-normally distributed,
We use MLE to estimate the parameters ª = (®; ¾;¸; ¹; ±). S t is observed at the discretetime points t i = i¢ for i = 0; : : : ; T where ¢ is the sampling frequency. To simplify the notation, let S i denote an observation of S at time t i . The density function for the log-return, x i+1 = log
where Á(x; m; v) is a density function for a normally distributed stochastic variable with mean m and variance v. This is obtained by noting that the log-return is normally distributed conditional on the number of increments of the Poisson process. Thus, the density function is evaluated by an in¯nite sum as in the density function for a Poisson process.
It is natural to use the approach of Torous (1983,1985) , where the solution (2) is discretized. Thereby, the density function consists of a¯nite number of terms, instead of (3) where the sum has to be truncated after the¯rst N terms for a su±ciently large N . The discretization of the solution (2) takes the form
where
The density function for the log-return can be found in equation (4) in the next section. This discretetime model is referred to as the Bernoulli di®usion model (BDM). The approximation is based on the assumption that¸¢ is close to 0. This is explained by the fact that the approximation is only appropriate if P (N (i+1)¢ ¡ N i¢ > 1) ' 0; otherwise¸fails to approximate the intensity in the Poisson process. 2 The BDM can also be seen as the Merton model in the limit, since a Poisson process with intensity¸t can be constructed as the sum of n identically independent Bernoulli distributed variables with intensity¸t n where n ! 1. For further details see Ball and Torous (1983) .
The Estimation Problem
The density function for the ¢ period log-return, x, in the BDM has the form:
The log-likelihood function can now be written as:
Thus, normally we¯nd the maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) by maximising (5) with respect to ª 2 £, where
It is, however, invalid to use standard ML estimation in the Bernoulli model. This is clari¯ed by the argument in Kiefer (1978) . To simplify the point the parameters in the density function (4) have been changed.
[ Kiefer (1978) p.428] Ifm 1 is choosen so that x i is exactly equal to m 1 for any i then asŝ 1 goes to zero p(x i ) increases without bound. Since the second term in p shields p away from zero at the other observations (the¯rst term in p is zero whenever
An interpretation of this could be that we think of the log-return in the BDM as a mixture of two normal distributions with di®erent means and variances. Furthermore, as the weight, w, of the distributions is unknown, it is impossible to identify from which of the two normal distributions each observation originates. Hence, combined with the fact that the variances of the two normal distributions are di®erent, the MLE does not exist. This is in contrast to the situations where the variances are known or equal, or it is known from which normal distribution each observation descends. This has apparently not been fully recognized in the empirical jump-di®usion literature. In Torous (1983,1985) , Beckers (1981) , Frost (1993) , Jorion (1989) and Trautmann and Beinert (1995) , the empirical results are based on standard ML. Thus, it is not surprising that they, in some situations, get negative variance estimates or other estimates which are outside the feasible parameter region. If MLE is based on maximising (5) without any further restrictions on £, the result can be that for a¯xedŝ Kiefer (1978) and Ho®mann-J¿rgensen (1992) con¯rm that the estimates obtained from maximising (5) with respect to ª 2 ¹ £ are consistent and asymptotically normally distributed. For practical implementation we make a reparametrisation which makes it possible to obtain the estimates in ¹ £. Therefore, for a¯xed positive m 2 M let ± 2 = m¾ 2 be the relative size of the volatilities is¯xed, where M is a compact set on IR + . De¯ne a new log-likelihood function l m (x 1 ; : : : ; x T ; ª ¤ ) = l(x 1 ; : : : ; x T ; (®; ¾;¸; ¹; p m¾))
where the right hand side is from (5). ª is reduced to ª 4 Remember that the likelihood function is the product of all the p(x i )s. Letâ ¤ m denote the MLE obtained from (7) . Then, the consistent estimator of ª is obtained by choosing the m which maximises l m (¢;â ¤ m ). 5 In practice, the optimum is found by drawing the pro¯le log-likelihood, l m (¢;â ¤ m ), for m 2 M. The last step is tō nd the standard errors based on the Hessian matrix of l(¢;â). An example of the pro¯le log-likelihood is drawn in Figure 1 to illustrate how to selectm.
Estimation of the Bernoulli Di®usion Model
In this section we estimate the BDM for a wide range of stocks and indices. The method used to get the MLE is the one presented in the previous section. It is examined if the BDM is a good empirical approximation for the Merton model i.e., the empirical¯ndings must support¸¢ being small.
We look at 18 very liquid NYSE stocks, each with daily observations in the period January 2, 1973 -July 8, 1997. The indices are DAX 100, FTSE 100, S&P 100, S&P 500 and KFX, each with daily observations in the periods January 1, 1973 -July 8, 1997, January 2, 1973 -July 8, 1997, Marts 5, 1984 -July 8, 1997, January 3, 1928 - The pro¯le log-likelihood. October 19, 1988 and December 4, 1989 -July 8, 1997, respectively. The data source is DATASTREAM except for S&P 500. A symbol list of the stocks and indices can be found in Appendix A. For estimation purposes let ¢ = 1 261 since the data sets consist of daily log-returns. Hence, all the estimated parameters are of annualised sizes. Plots of daily observations and log-returns are drawn in Appendix B. The descriptive statistics are reported in Appendix C. From these it is seen that the empirical distribution of the log-returns exhibits excess kurtosis. Figure 2 shows that the empirical distribution (normalized histogram) of the MOB log-return is leptokurtic, since it is badly¯tted by the normal density, which underestimates the density of the numerically small and very large log-returns opposite the log-returns in the middle which are overestimated. Furthermore, Figure 2 veri¯es that the Bernoulli di®usion density gives a much closer¯t to the empirical distribution. The empirical results are summarized in the following. The expected jump amplitude, E[Y ] = e ¹+ ± ¡1, is estimated to be between -0.62% and 0.62% with an average of 0.15%. A separate look at the stocks and indices indicates a di®erent picture. For the stocks and indices the expected jump amplitudes are in the range of -0.07% to 0.62% and -0.62% to -0.15% with an average of 0.28% and -0.31%, respectively. For the indices there is a natural interpretation of this result. The BDM captures the often seen empirical result for equities that the volatility and log-return are negatively correlated. A jump in the Bernoulli The estimation results are based on daily log-return and the estimates are in annualised sizes. The numbers in parentheses are standard errors. process induces extra variance to the log-return from ¾ 2 ¢ to ¾ 2 ¢+± 2 , and on average, it is expected that the index decreases when a jump occurs. The variance of the jump part,± 2 , is estimated to be between 26.91% and 67.00% of the total variance,^± 2 +3 2 , and with an average of 45.54%. There is no signi¯cant di®erence between this result for the stocks and indices.^is between 4.88 and 86.64 and with an average of 38.86. For the stocks and indices the averages are 42.19 and 26.87, respectively. As mentioned earlier, it is necessary that¸¢ is small for the BDM to be a valid approximation of the Merton model. This is only attained for the FTSE 100 index where^= 4:88. Thus, we have to return to the Merton model, as the goal of the paper is to estimate a continuous-time model for the stock dynamics and not a discrete-time version like the BDM, since the estimates from the discrete-time BDM can not be converted into the corresponding parameters from a continuous-time jump-di®usion model. Consequently, the next section looks at estimating the Merton model and other parametric and distributional speci¯cations of the jump-di®usion model. 8 
Estimation of Jump-Di®usion Models
In the following 3 subsections we consider estimation of di®erent parametric speci¯cations of the jump-di®usion model. First, the Merton model is estimated after it is observed that the likelihood function is unbounded like the BDM likelihood function. Thus, the problem is solved in the same fashion as for the BDM. Second, a simpli¯ed version of the Merton model, where the jump amplitude is non-stochastic, is examined. Finally, we look at a jump-di®usion model which nests the previous two models.
The Merton Model
For estimation of the Merton model we have to approximate the density function (3) by the¯rst N terms of the sum. The same problem arises, as in the BDM, namely that the likelihood function is unbounded. The reason for this is that the approximation of (3) by the¯rst N terms corresponds to a discrete mixture of N normally distributed variables.
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The j'th stochastic variable has mean m j = (®¡
with a weight of w j = e
in the mixture. The same procedure as in the BDM is used to obtain consistent and asymptotically normally distributed estimates. The pro¯le log-likelihood only has to be calculated in one dimension, because all variances s j 's are described by the two parameters ¾ and ±. Finally, we have to use a su±ciently large N , such that the error imposed by the approximation is negligible. Note that the selected N depends on ¢ and¸. Furthermore, recall that the BDM corresponds to N = 1, if¸¢ is close to zero. Numerical studies have shown that from N = 20 there is no signi¯cant di®erence in the estimates when using daily observations, (Appendix D). For the practical implementation the truncation of (3) has been done with N = 100.
The empirical results in the Merton model are as follows. The expected jump amplitude is estimated to be between -0.60% and 0.41% with an average of 0.06%. For the stocks and indices the estimated expected jump amplitudes are in the range of -0.01% to 0.41% and -0.60% to -0.02% with an average of 0.14% and -0.23%, respectively. The variance of the jump part is estimated to be between 26.71% and 77.93% of the total estimated variance with an average of 60.04%. For the stocks and indices the averages are 62.12% and 52.53%, respectively.^is between 5.18 and 309.21 with an average of 128.19. For the stocks and indices, the averages^are equal to 149.06 and 53.07, respectively. From the BDM to the Merton model the average^has increased by 230% and does not decline for any of the series. This veri¯es that the BDM is a poor approximation to the Merton model. As we go from the BDM to the Merton model the estimates are only unchanged for FTSE 100. The estimation results are based on daily log-return and the estimates are in annualised sizes. The numbers in parentheses are standard errors. Table 3 the estimates of the Black-Scholes model are displayed. Due to3 being lowest for the indices, it is seen again that the indices behave di®erently compared to the stocks. The LR is reported in Table 6 for testing the standard di®usion model against the Merton model and the large LR's indicate that the standard model is strongly rejected. This is not surprising, since as earlier shown, the Merton model (BDM)¯ts the empirical distribution much better than the Black-Scholes model, cf. Figure 2 . Note that this is not a test to¯gure out whether S t follows a continuous process or a discontinuous process like the Merton model. AÄ ³t-Sahalia (1997) presents a general test to examine whether a process follows a continuous-time Markov di®usion or not.
The Constant Merton Model
As mentioned earlier, the Merton model is a way of modelling extreme events. This is, however, not supported by the high^-estimates in Table 2 . Thus, instead of including a stochastic jump amplitude we look at a model with constant jump amplitude, log(Y +1) = ¹. This model will be referred to as the Constant Merton model (CMM). The density function of the log-return in this model is of the following form
The likelihood function for the CMM is bounded, since the volatility is solely described by ¾. Thus, the MLE always exists. The estimation results are based on daily log-return and the estimates are in annualised sizes. The numbers in parentheses are standard errors. 
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The empirical results are reported in Table 4 .^has decreased dramatically to be in the range of 0.30 to 6.52 with an average of 2.08. The average^is lower for the stocks, 1.64, than the indices, 3.67. The jump amplitude, e1 ¡ 1, is in the range of -9.00% to -2.44% with an average of -5.74% and for the stocks and indices -6.09% and -4.49%, respectively. Thus, the empirical¯ndings support the idea that the jump component in the CMM can be used to describe the extreme events. Finally, the LR statistics for the hypothesis of the CMM against the Merton model is calculated. This is a test for ± = 0, which is on the border of £. Thus, LR is asymptotically distributed as 
The hypothesis of the CMM against the Merton model can not be accepted on the basis of the LR reported in Table 6 .
The Extended Merton Model
We have seen that the CMM captures the extreme events but at the same time it cannot be statistically accepted compared to the Merton model. Hence, in this section we propose a model that nests the Merton model and the CMM. The jump component consists of two Poisson processes (J = 2) with intensities¸1 and¸2 and a stochastic jump amplitude and a deterministic jump amplitude, respectively. Thus, log(Y 1;t + 1) » N(¹ 1 ; ± 2 1 ) and log(Y 2;t + 1) = ¹ 2 . The model is referred to as the Extended Merton model (EMM). The density function for the log-return in the EMM is
This function has the same characteristics as the density function for the Merton model. This means that the likelihood function is unbounded, and the estimation method is the same as for the Merton model. The empirical outcome of the EMM can be summarized as follows. The stochastic jump amplitude Y 1 is estimated to have an expected value between -0.42% and 0.06% with an average of -0.12%. For the stocks and indices it is in the range of -0.32% to 0.06% and -0.42% to -0.13% with an average of -0.07% and -0.27%, respectively. The corresponding intensity^1 is between 3.80 and 257. 16 The estimation results are based on daily log-return and the estimates are in annualised sizes. The numbers in parentheses are standard errors. The estimation results are based on daily log-return and the estimates are in annualised sizes. The numbers in parentheses are standard errors. has gone from negative to positive, except for FTSE 100, and¸2 has on average increased dramatically from 2.08 to 19.01. The variance of the jump component is estimated to be between 28.30% and 91.41% with an average of 56.55%. For the stocks and indices the averages are 55.89% and 58.92%, respectively. This is more or less the same as for the Merton model. Finally, the LR statistics for the hypothesis of the Merton model against the EMM is calculated. Again the LR can only be used as an indication of the most likely model, because the test is performed with¸on the border of £ and with ± 2 unidenti¯ed.
However, for some of the stocks the LR is of such a size that it seems reasonable to accept the hypothesis of the Merton model against the EMM.
Option Pricing
The option prices from the jump-di®usion models and the Black-Scholes prices are compared in this section. The aim is to show that the empirically supported high¸-values do not lead to the wanted di®erence in the prices. This point is illustrated by calculating prices for a high intensity stock and a low intensity index.
The jump-di®usion model like Merton's gives rise to an incomplete market in contrast to the Black-Scholes model. This means that a portfolio which exactly replicates an option cannot be constructed. Hence, the risk neutral world is not uniquely determined, since a set of equivalent martingale measures, Q, exists, which precludes arbitrage. 8 It is beyond the scope of this paper to look at how to select the correct equivalent martingale measure. Thus, it is assumed that the risk-neutral measure exists and that we chose the correct one in pricing put options in the jump-di®usion models. We assume that the riskless interest rate, r, is constant for the selected time horizon. Furthermore, the stock/index pays a continuous dividend stream q. In a risk-neutral world the partial integro di®erential equation (PIDE) for the price, C, of an option depending on x = log(S) is given as [Andreasen and Gruenewald (1996) ]
where¸Q = (1 ¡ µ)¸is the risk adjusted jump intensity and µ · 1 is the risk adjusted function of the jump components. Finally, k = log E Q (Y t ) = ¹ + the last term, caused by the jump component. This term is the instantaneous expected change in the option price due to the discontinuous stock price. Note that (8) is derived under the assumption that the Merton model is true. 10 The closed form solution for the European vanilla option is in Merton (1976) . The¯nite-di®erence method presented by Andreasen and Gruenewald (1996) is used to obtain prices for the American put options in the Merton model and the CMM. Hence, the Crank-Nicolson method is applied to the normal terms of the PIDE and the last term is approximated by the explicit¯nite-di®erence method. Finally, the Richardson extrapolation is used to speed up the convergence. The numerical results for the put options are based on the assumption that r = 5%, q = 2% and no risk premia on the jump component, µ = 0. The put option expires in 10 For the CMM the last term is replaced by¸Q (C(t; x + ¹) ¡ C(t ; x)). Hence, the PIDE is reduced to a partial di®erential di®erence equation (PDDE).
11 The Richardson extrapolation is based on the fact that the applied¯nite-di®erence method has a convergence error of order one in the time dimension. Hence, let C(h) denote the value obtained by dividing the time interval into h pieces. Then the extrapolated value is ¹ C = 2C(2h) ¡ C(h). Figure 3 where the x-axis is moneyness, which is de¯ned as SJe H6¡J X . Thus, in-the-money options correspond to values less than one and out-of-the money options correspond to values greater than one.
For the European put options, the outcome is; i) prices of in-the-money options are more or less the same for all three models; ii) an out-of-the money option is much cheaper in the Black-Scholes model; and iii) the price obtained in the Merton model is smaller than in the CMM. The same features are found for the American put options. They only di®er in their higher price level, but this is a result of the early exercise opportunity. To explain the much higher out-of-the money options in the Merton model and the CMM, we have to look at the estimated jump amplitude which is estimated to be negative on average. Hence, even though the option is far out of the money, it is likely to become in the money instantaneously, if a negative jump in the underlying process occurs. This is of course not the case for the Black-Scholes model, as the underlying process moves continuously over time. The Black-Scholes volatility smile can also be mimicked from the jump-di®usion models. Thus, the conclusion could be that a Merton model/CMM captures what is observed on the market. However, for realistic values of¸we establish that the conclusion is less signi¯cant. This is based on redoing the exercise for estimates obtained from MOB which is close to an average stock. The^from the Merton model is about 20 times bigger than before. Figure 4 reports the results. Note that the scaling on the y-axis is di®erent from before as the relative price biases are smaller. The BlackScholes price is the highest for all kinds of moneyness, but as before the prices obtained in the Merton model are smaller than in the CMM. The interesting point is that the relative price biases obtained in the jump-di®usion models are numerically smaller than before. Hence, this indicates that these models can only partly explain the Black-Scholes volatility smile.
Conclusion
In this paper we have shown that in a jump-di®usion model the log-return is equivalent to a discrete mixture of N normally distributed variables, where N goes to in¯nity. Thus, we know from the mixture-of-distribution literature [Kiefer (1978) ] that the likelihood function for some parametric speci¯cations is unbounded. Hence, the estimation of jumpdi®usion models must be carried out carefully, since the standard maximum likelihood estimates are invalid. A method has been proposed, where the pro¯le of the likelihood function with respect to the relative variances between the di®usion and jump part is used to obtain a consistent estimator.
The empirical results, based on the presented method, indicate that the stocks/indices are insu±ciently described by the Merton model, as the estimated arrival intensity of the jumps is of such a size that adding a jump component more looks like inserting a Wiener process. However, there is empirical evidence that adding a second jump component with a constant jump amplitude improves the results.
Finally, the implication of moving from the Black-Scholes model to the jump-di®usion model is examined for put option prices. The di®erence to the Black-Scholes price is a decreasing function in the intensity of the jump component. Hence, the jump-di®usion model gives less price di®erence than often expected, since the literature mostly assumes a very low jump intensity or even does the estimation using an invalid estimation method. . Table 9 : Descriptive statistics of the daily log-returns.
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Appendix D
Convergence of the Poisson Log-likelihood Function
In this section it is shown how the estimates in the Merton Model converges as a function of N, i.e. as the number of terms in the density function (3) increases. The numerical study has been carried out for two situations of^in the BDM. First for a large value of^which implies that the BDM is a bad proxy for the Merton model. Second, for the opposite situation where the BDM is a good approximation for the Merton model. This is veri¯ed by Tables 10 and 11 . 
